WATER  UNDER  THE  BRIDGES
left. Instead of carriages we had to drive in sleighs. All the guests
left at the same time—about midnight—to catch the only train per
day back to St. Petersburg, It was a dark night, though the sky
vv-as clear and full of stars. The first sleigh had two horses and was
empty, but on each side of the driver was a flaming torch to show the
road.' The next was a troika, that is to say with three horses, the middle
one trotting and the two on each side cantering all the time. In it was
the Ambassador, as the principal guest, and myself.' Behind us was
another two-horse sleigh with torches. After that another troika with
more guests, then another torch sleigh, and so on down to the servants
and the luggage. Altogether it needed ninety-five horses and about
thirty-eight sleighs to get us all away. And in a great courtyard half-
way to the station we changed them for another ninety-five, and it was
all done in about five minutes. Every horse in the troikas had bells
attached to its harness, and it was to their music and the beating of
hooves and an occasional cry of encouragement to the horses from
their drivers that we sped so smoothly over the snow in that dark but
otherwise peaceful night, lit by the stars overhead and the flaming
torches below. It was a bewitching and unforgettable experience
which seemed to take one back hundreds of years.
Everything at Antoniny itself was on a similarly grand scale. There
wasahouseband which played at meal-times or for dancing after dinner;
there were over a hundred English hunters in the stables in the charge
of an Austrian riding-master. One went down there in the evening
and selected the two one would ride the next day. There were three studs
—one of pure Russian, one of Arab, and one of English thoroughbreds.
There were two packs of hounds—one for stag and one for hare or fox;
onewiththe huntservants in red and one with them in green. Somefifty
or sixty miles away was a vast enclosed territory of forest many square
miles in extent, called Schepetovka, containing every animal, except
beasts of prey, which could live in Europe, from the aurochs or
European bison to the roedeer and the rabbit. The house was vast, the
furniture all Louis XV or XVI, and the number of servants unimagin-
able. My chief had a big suite assigned to him. He was very regular
in his habits, and on the second day he asked me whether I could
arrange with our charming and attractive hostess to dispense with the
servant whom he always found waiting for him at a particular apart-
ment after breakfast. He said he had tried several, but at each one he

